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Abstract: Welding is used as the main joining method in various industries, including the shipbuilding industry. In the case of welded structures, structural integrity assessment is essential to ensure the safety of the structure because many defects inevitably exist during the manufacturing process. The value of reliable fracture toughness is required for structural integrity assessment. It is obtained by the fracture toughness test, but the fracture toughness test requires a lot of time and effort. Therefore, many studies have been conducted on efficient methods to evaluate fracture toughness. Among the various studies that estimate fracture toughness, some have been conducted using the Charpy impact test, which is relatively simple compared to the fracture toughness test. This study conducted a series of experimental investigations on API 2W Gr.50 steel applied with different welding conditions. Based on the Charpy impact test results, the fracture behavior was well estimated in the ductile to brittle transition region according to the temperature. However, there was a difference in the accuracy of predicting fracture behavior depending on the welding process. Therefore, additional consideration reflecting the various welding conditions is required to ensure the safety of welded structures.
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1. Introduction

As the size of ships and offshore structures gradually increases, careful verification of safety and integrity is required. In particular, as the structure becomes larger, the possibility of defects such as cracks increases during manufacturing. In the case of welded structures, this tendency increases and inevitably includes welded defects. Under this background, many studies have been conducted on the evaluation of the fracture toughness and structural integrity of members with cracks [1]. Fracture toughness is essential to assess the integrity of structures with cracks. It can be obtained by performing the fracture toughness tests using the standard test specimen [2–5]. However, the fracture toughness test requires a lot of time and cost, such as inserting fatigue pre-crack and manufacturing test specimens. Therefore, an efficient method to evaluate the fracture toughness is required, and there is a method using Charpy impact energy [6]. The Charpy impact test requires only a small impact specimen and an impact test machine. Using Charpy impact energy, BS 7910 provides a procedure for estimating fracture toughness values [7]. However, the procedure is very conservative because it is not based on the fracture mechanics theory but only on the correlation between the impact energy and the fracture toughness obtained through the experiment. For this reason, BS 7910, modified in 2019, seeks to achieve minimal conservatism through the yield strength of the material and Charpy upper shelf energy [8].
Pisarski and Bezensek reviewed the Charpy-fracture toughness correlations in Annex J of BS 7910: 2013 together with the 2019 revision of the standard [9]. As the results indicated, the use of an improved equation to determine $T_0$, which applies the yield strength and Charpy upper shelf energy, provides a better prediction of the fracture toughness transition curve than the existing equation in BS 7910. In addition, it was found that $T_{27}$ can be estimated from the Charpy impact data obtained at a single temperature in the absence of a Charpy transition curve. Lee et al. investigated the validity of the master curve approach considering the groove shapes and sample location of the impact test specimen. It was confirmed that the tendency of fracture toughness varies depending on the specimen sample location. In addition, these studies required additional analysis according to the welding conditions, such as heat input and welding method [6,10].

As an extension of previous studies, the target of this study is to evaluate the fracture toughness in the ductile–brittle transition region of API 2W Gr.50 steel using the master curve approach and to validate this approach. Therefore, a series of experimental investigations were conducted on API 2W Gr.50 steel by considering heat input and welding methods. To this end, this study compared the derived master curve and the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) test results. From the results, it can provide a lower limit of fracture values when it is not available.

2. Fracture Toughness Estimation

2.1. Correlation between Charpy Impact Energy and Fracture Toughness

Over the years, many studies have been conducted to develop the empirical correlations between Charpy impact energy and fracture toughness [11–13]. Barsom and Rolfe developed a relationship between fracture toughness and Charpy impact energy [14]. This relationship describes the correlation between $K_I$ and Charpy impact energy in the transition range for several steels of different compositions and strengths. Wallin reanalyzed the existing relationship between Charpy impact energy and fracture toughness [15]. It was found that the relationship is influenced by the material yield strength and Charpy upper shelf energy. In addition, he suggested a revised equation for reference temperature, $T_0$, and it is included in the proposal for revision BS 7910. Lucon et al. established a method to estimate $T_{27}$ from incomplete transition curve or only single temperature data. When the Charpy transition curve is not available, and the results are given only at a single temperature, this method can be useful [16].

Although many empirical correlations are established and have simplicity and efficiency, there are significant differences between the Charpy impact test and fracture toughness test [17]. The Charpy impact test measures the energy of both fracture initiation and propagation for high-strain rate conditions in a short blunt notch as shown in Figure 1 [18]. On the other hand, fracture toughness test uses the standard fracture specimen having a deep sharp crack as shown in Figure 2 and measures the fracture resistance at cleavage instability under quasi-static conditions [4]. Moreover, the correlations are not based on the fracture mechanics but only established by the experimental results for some specific materials. As a result, the correlations do not explain the difference in the material contents and production process. Thus, the correlations are established very conservatively.

![Figure 1. Charpy impact test specimen. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [18]. 2018, ASTM International.](image-url)
2.2. Master Curve Approach

BS 7910, which uses Charpy transition curve, proposes a method for estimating the fracture toughness in ductile to brittle transition behavior. If the specifications of the Charpy impact test specimen suggested in ASTM E23 are satisfied, the fracture toughness dependent on temperature is expressed as Equation (1) [8].

\[
K_{\text{mat}} = 20 + \{11 + 77 \exp[0.019(T - T_0)]\} \left(\frac{25}{B}\right)^{0.25} \ln \left(\frac{1}{1 - P_f}\right)^{0.25}
\] (1)

In Equation (1), the B is the thickness of the specimen and the P_f value of 0.05 (5%), which means the probability of K_{\text{mat}} being less than the estimated value is recommended. In this equation, T_0 means the reference temperature with the fracture toughness of 100 MPa√m for a 25 mm thickness specimen. It can be calculated by Equation (2) using the material yield strength, σ_Y, and Charpy upper shelf energy, CV_US [9]. Charpy upper shelf energy is the maximum amount of impact energy in the ductile fracture mode.

\[
T_0 = T_{\sigma_Y} - 87 + \frac{\sigma_Y}{12} + \frac{1000}{CV_{US}}
\] (2)

For the purpose of validating the master curve approach, fracture toughness in terms of J-integral or CTOD can be converted to the equivalent stress intensity factor, K_J. At this time, the critical value of J is limited by the K_J(lim). This K_J(lim) means the maximum fracture toughness at which fracture takes place under small-scale yielding conditions and is defined as a function of specimen geometry and mechanical property. Equation (3) represents the maximum fracture toughness where b_0 is the specimen ligament (W - a_0) [8].

\[
K_{J(lim)} = \sqrt{\frac{E b_0 \sigma_Y}{(1 - v^2)}}^{0.5}
\] (3)

3. Experimental Details

In this study, the base metal used to manufacture the test specimen is API 2W Gr.50 steel for marine structures. The base metal has 345 MPa of yield strength and 448 MPa of tensile strength at room temperature. FCAW (Flux Cored Arc Welding) and SAW (Submerged Arc Welding) were applied with a X-groove configuration. FCAW was applied with two heat input conditions, overheat input and normal heat input, and SAW was applied with normal heat input conditions. Heat treatment was carried out for 48 h at 150 °C to minimize the effects of hydrogen on the time difference between welding and testing. The weldment was cut to have a cross-sectional area of 45 × 90 mm² and polished using Labo System of Struers corporation. Then, etching was performed using a 3 % Nital solution. The main reason for observing macrostructures in this study is to examine the intervention of impurities in the section and the degree of uniformity of the weldment and weld defects. As a result of macrostructure observation, no impurity was found in the weldment. Table 1 lists the chemical composition of the test materials, and Figure 3 shows the macrostructure of the weldment.
The welded plate has sizes of 1000 mm, 500 mm, and 45 mm, respectively, in length, width, and thickness. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the welded plate and sample location for test specimen.

3.1. Tensile Test

Mechanical tensile tests were performed using a standard test specimen with a diameter of 8 mm and a length of 40 mm in the center parallel section at room temperature [19]. The test equipment used in this study is a servo-hydraulic testing machine (IMT 8803 of Instron Corporation). The tensile test specimens for weldment were machined with their longitudinal axes parallel to the welding direction. The specimens were sampled from the top and bottom of the weldment, and the average values of yield strength and tensile strength were used in this study. When fracture toughness has been obtained in CTOD, the values are required to be converted to the critical stress intensity factor, $K_{\text{mat}}$. In this procedure, yield strength and tensile strength determined at the fracture toughness test
temperature are required. The following Equations (4) and (5) can be applied to obtain yield strength and tensile strength corresponding to the temperature [8,9].

$$\sigma_Y = \sigma_{Y,R} + \frac{10^5}{(491 + 1.8T)} - 189$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\sigma_U = \sigma_{U,R} \times \left[ 0.7857 + 0.2423 \exp \left( - \frac{T}{170.646} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where, $\sigma_Y$ and $\sigma_U$ mean the yield strength and tensile strength at test temperature in MPa and $\sigma_{Y,R}$ and $\sigma_{U,R}$ mean the yield strength and tensile strength at room temperature in MPa. $T$ means the test temperature in °C.

Table 3 provides the tensile characteristics of API 2W Gr.50 according to the welding conditions at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Yield Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Elastic Modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.M</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCAW 1*</td>
<td>576.4</td>
<td>621.7</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCAW 2*</td>
<td>539.4</td>
<td>601.3</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAW 2*</td>
<td>541.8</td>
<td>583.8</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1* overheat input, 2* normal heat input.

3.2. Charpy Impact Test

Charpy impact specimens were sampled from the weldment with their longitudinal axes perpendicular to the welding direction [17]. The thickness of welded plates is thicker than that of impact specimen. Thus, the sample locations are divided into three regions: First, Root and Second, according to the welding sequence, in areas 2 mm from the top and bottom. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the sample location for the Charpy impact specimen.

A total of 111 impact specimens were tested using TM-CIMC of TEST MATE Corporation. The impact tests were performed between the temperatures −90 °C and 60 °C, and Figure 6 represents the test results of absorbed energy according to the temperature. Figure 6a represents the comparison of the test results between overheat input and normal heat input conditions with FCAW. As a result, it was confirmed that the transition temperature was low in the overheat input condition except for the root location. Additionally, Figure 6b represents the comparison of the test results between FCAW and SAW with normal heat input conditions. As shown in Figure 6b, for the same welding heat input, SAW showed lower transition temperature at all sample locations compared to...
FCAW. In Figure 6, the lines represent the hyperbolic tangent curve fitting expressed as Equation (6) [20].

\[ CVE = A + Br\text{tanh} \left( \frac{T - T_1}{C} \right) \]  

(6)

where, \( T, T_1, \) and \( CVE \) mean assessment temperature, transition temperature, impact energy for assessment temperature, respectively. Using the function, the impact energy values according to temperature can be calculated, and the temperature corresponding to impact energy 27J used for reference temperature calculation can be obtained. Table 4 lists the coefficients of the hyperbolic tangent function and the temperature corresponding to impact energy 27J.

![Figure 5. Schematic diagram of sample location for Charpy impact specimen.](image)

![Figure 6. Charpy impact test results: (a) Charpy transition curve according to heat input; (b) Charpy transition curve according to welding method.](image)

**Table 4. Hyperbolic tangent curve fit coefficient of impact test results according to sample location.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Sample Location</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>( T_1 )</th>
<th>( T_{27J} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCAW 1*</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
<td>-46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>-27.5</td>
<td>-55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>-38.8</td>
<td>-57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>-32.2</td>
<td>-59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
<td>-66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>-22.5</td>
<td>-46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>-36.0</td>
<td>-66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAW 2*</td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>-61.1</td>
<td>-104.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>-35.2</td>
<td>-41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1* overheat input, *2* normal heat input.
3.3. Fracture Toughness Test (CTOD)

The CTOD test specimens are manufactured in the shape of SENB with a rectangular cross section of B×2B in accordance with BS 7448 [2,3]. The approximate dimensions of the specimens are 42 mm thickness, 84 mm width, and 336 mm span length. For the purpose of evaluating the fracture toughness of weldment, the specimens are machined with their notch parallel to the welding direction. Furthermore, in order to reduce the influence of the notch shape, the radius of the notch was manufactured to be less than 0.1 mm, and fatigue pre-crack was generated so that the a/W became 0.5.

All CTOD test results and load types are included in Appendix A. Figure 7 represents the CTOD test results according to the temperature. Figure 7a represents the comparison of the test results between overheat input and normal heat input conditions with FCAW. Additionally, Figure 7b represents the comparison of the test results between FCAW and SAW with normal heat input conditions. In the comparison according to the heat input condition, the transition temperature of normal heat input is about −10 °C, which is lower than that of overheat input of 0 °C. Before the transition temperature, the fracture toughness of overheat input condition are higher than that of normal heat input condition. However, there was no difference in fracture toughness at temperatures lower than the transition region. In cases of the welding process, the fracture toughness of SAW is higher than that of FCAW. The difference in transition temperature between the two conditions was about 40 °C. Table 5 lists the coefficient and transition temperature of the CTOD test results.

![CTOD test results: (a) CTOD transition curve according to heat input; (b) CTOD transition curve according to welding method.](image)

**Figure 7.** CTOD test results: (a) CTOD transition curve according to heat input; (b) CTOD transition curve according to welding method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCAW&lt;sup&gt;1s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCAW&lt;sup&gt;2s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>−9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAW&lt;sup&gt;2s&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>−50.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1s</sup> overheat input, <sup>2s</sup> normal heat input.

3.4. Comparison between Charpy and CTOD Transition Curve

Although the test specimens are manufactured using the same material and welding conditions, the difference in transition temperature between the two tests is observed. This difference in transition temperature occurs due to the difference in conditions such as the specimen geometry, strain rate, and notch shape. Therefore, in this study, the transition temperature derived through the CTOD results and the Charpy impact test results of the root were compared.
In Figure 8, the solid symbols and lines represent the Charpy impact test results of weld root. Additionally, hollow symbols and dash lines represent the CTOD test results. Regardless of the welding conditions, the ductile to brittle transition temperature derived from the CTOD test is higher than the value derived from the Charpy impact test. A maximum difference in FCAW with overheat input condition is 27 °C. Based on the test results, Figure 9 shows the relationship between the ductile to brittle transition temperature derived from the two tests. The transition temperature derived from the two tests shows a linear relationship, and it is possible to predict the CTOD transition temperature based on the Charpy impact test results. The linear relationship of two transition temperatures can be expressed as Equation (7).

\[ y = 1.495x + 40.437 \]  

(7)

Figure 8. Comparison of ductile to brittle transition behavior according to test method.

Figure 9. Relationship of DBTT between CTOD and Charpy impact tests.

4. Master Curve Analysis

In this study, the thickness of the welded plate is 45 mm which is thicker than that of the Charpy impact specimen. Therefore, the tendency of master curves varies according to the sample location. Figures 10–12 show the estimated median values of fracture toughness according to the sample location. In case of FCAW with overheat input condition, the
estimated fracture toughness of the first location is the lowest. However, in case of other conditions, the second location represents the lowest fracture toughness. Based on the estimated fracture toughness at CTOD transition temperature, the difference according to the sample location is about 36 MPa√m under FCAW with overheat input condition, and a maximum difference is approximately 140 MPa√m under SAW with normal heat input condition. Therefore, consideration of the sample location is required if the welded plate is thicker than the Charpy impact specimen.

The CTOD test results are compared with the master curve to verify the validity of the master curve approach. When fracture toughness has been obtained in terms of CTOD, BS7910 suggests Equation (8) for converting CTOD values to the equivalent stress intensity factor. In the equation, $\sigma_Y$, $\delta$, $E$, and $v$ are yield strength, CTOD value, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. Additionally, $m$ is the constant expressed as Equation (9) for steel [8].

$$K_{mat} = \sqrt{\frac{m \sigma_Y \delta E}{1 - v^2}}$$

$$m = 1.517 \left( \frac{\sigma_Y}{\sigma_U} \right)^{-0.3188}$$

**Figure 9.** Relationship of DBTT between CTOD and Charpy impact tests.

**Figure 10.** Master curve for FCAW, overheat input condition according to sample location.

**Figure 11.** Master curve for FCAW, normal heat input condition according to sample location.

**Figure 12.** Master curve for SAW, normal heat input condition according to sample location.

**Figure 13.** Master curve derived from the Charpy impact test results of weld root. In the figures, the solid lines are the median fracture toughness of the master curve, and dash lines are 5% and 95% tolerance bounds. The symbols are the equivalent stress intensity factor converted from the CTOD value, and the dash-dot lines represent the maximum fracture toughness value depending on temperature. In Figures 13 and 14, it is confirmed that the fracture toughness values converted from CTOD were distributed.

**Figure 14.** Master curve derived from the Charpy impact test results of weld root.

**Figure 15.** Master curve derived from the Charpy impact test results of weld root.
Figure 11. Master curve for FCAW, normal heat input condition according to sample location.

Figure 12. Master curve for SAW, normal heat input condition according to sample location.

The CTOD test results are compared with the master curve to verify the validity of the master curve approach. When fracture toughness has been obtained in terms of CTOD, BS7910 suggests Equation (8) for converting CTOD values to the equivalent stress intensity factor. In the equation, $\sigma$, $\delta$, $E$, and $v$ are yield strength, CTOD value, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. Additionally, $m$ is the constant expressed as Equation (9) for steel [8].

$$K_0 = \sigma \delta E (1 - \frac{v}{2})$$

$$m = 1.517 \left(\frac{\sigma}{\sigma_0}\right)^{-0.75}$$

Figures 13–15 represent the master curve derived from the Charpy impact test results of weld root. In the figures, the solid lines are the median fracture toughness of the master curve, and dash lines are 5% and 95% tolerance bounds. The symbols are the equivalent stress intensity factor converted from the CTOD value, and the dash-dot lines represent the maximum fracture toughness value depending on temperature. In Figures 13 and 14, it is confirmed that the fracture toughness values converted from CTOD were distributed above the median curve in the region above the fracture toughness transition temperature. In contrast, the fracture toughness values converted from CTOD are distributed below the median curve after transition temperature. Although there are some points in which the fracture toughness values deviated from the tolerance bound, the master curve by the Charpy impact test predicted fracture toughness relatively well in the region close to the transition temperature.

In Figure 15, the master curve derived from the Charpy impact test results conservatively evaluates the fracture toughness compared to the CTOD test results. In particular, the master curve has difficulties predicting the tendency of fracture toughness in the region above $-60^\circ$C. One of the reasons for the difficulty in predicting fracture toughness may be that the master curve is an empirical correlation based on experimental data. Therefore, additional considerations reflecting various welding conditions are required for accurate fracture toughness estimation.
The reference temperature was calculated using the CTOD results. Therefore, additional considerations reflecting various welding conditions are required for accurate fracture toughness estimation. The DBTT derived from the CTOD test is higher than that derived from the Charpy impact test. In addition, the CTOD transition temperature was calculated using the median curve after transition temperature. Although there are some points in which the fracture toughness values deviated from the tolerance bound, the master curve by the CTOD transition temperature, the difference in estimated fracture toughness is the largest when the SAW process is applied. As confirmed in this study, if the thickness of the plate is much thicker than that of the standard specimen of the Charpy impact test, it is essential to examine the effect of the sample location.

5. Conclusions

This study used the master curve approach to estimate the fracture toughness of API 2W Gr.50 steel weldment in the ductile to brittle transition region. The test specimens were manufactured using various welding methods (FCAW, SAW) and heat input conditions (overheat input, normal heat input). The reference temperature was calculated using the Charpy impact test results, and the master curve was determined based on the impact energy. Finally, the determined master curve was validated by comparing the CTOD results obtained through the fracture toughness test. Based on this study, the following conclusions are drawn:

- In this study, the thickness of the welded plate is thicker than that of the Charpy impact specimen. Therefore, the impact test specimens are manufactured in three locations, and the DBTT and master curve according to the sample location are different. Based on the master curve by the CTOD transition temperature, the difference in estimated fracture toughness is the largest when the SAW process is applied. As confirmed in this study, if the thickness of the plate is much thicker than that of the standard specimen of the Charpy impact test, it is essential to examine the effect of the sample location.
- The DBTT derived from the CTOD test is higher than that derived from the Charpy impact test. In addition, the CTOD transition temperature was calculated using
the Charpy impact transition temperature. In case of transition temperature, the relationship between CTOD and Charpy impact tests represents the linear line.

- When the FCAW process is applied, master curves derived from the impact test results provide appropriate fracture toughness values in the transition region. Although there are some points outside the tolerance bounds, fracture toughness can be predicted simply from the impact test results, and the transition behavior can be efficiently evaluated.
- When the SAW process is applied, the master curve conservatively evaluates fracture toughness and shows a significant difference from the CTOD test result. Therefore, additional considerations reflecting various welding conditions are required for accurate fracture toughness estimation.
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Nomenclature

- **B** thickness (mm)
- **b₀** the size of uncracked ligament (mm)
- **CV_{US}** the Charpy upper shelf energy (J)
- **δ** crack tip opening displacement (mm)
- **E** elastic modulus (MPa)
- **K_{j(\lim)}** the maximum fracture toughness at which fracture takes place under small-scale yielding conditions (MPa√m)
- **K_{mat}** the estimate of the fracture toughness (MPa√m)
- **m** constant expressed as the ratio of yield strength to tensile strength for steel
- **P_f** the probability of K_{mat} being less than estimated value
- **σ_U** tensile strength
- **σ_U,R** tensile strength at room temperature
- **σ_Y** yield strength (MPa)
- **σ_Y,R** yield stress at room temperature
- **T** temperature (°C)
- **T_0** temperature for a median toughness of 100 MPa√m in 25 mm thick specimen (°C)
- **T_{27J}** the temperature for 27 J measured in a standard Charpy impact specimen (°C)
- **T_t** transition temperature (°C)
- **ν** Poisson’s ratio
- **CTOD** Crack Tip Opening Displacement
- **CVE** Charpy V-notch Energy
- **DBTT** Ductile to Brittle Transition Temperature
- **FCAW** Flux Cored Arc Welding
- **SAW** Submerged Arc Welding
- **SENB** Single Edge Notched Bend
Appendix A

Table A1. CTOD test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Force Type</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>CTOD (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCAW 1*</td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCAW 2*</td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAW 2*</td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−30</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fu</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−70</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fc</td>
<td>−60</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>−50</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* overheat input, ** normal heat input.
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